The House was called to order by Representative West (Tammy).

The roll was called with 93 Members present.

The following Members were excused: Bush, Conley, Echols, Frix, McEntire, Mize, Phillips.—7.

Vacancy: District 89.—1.

Representative West (Tammy) declared a quorum present.

Prayer was offered by Pastor Joel Harder, House Chaplain.

The Journal for the last legislative day was approved.

**ENGROSSED AND ENROLLED MEASURES**

**HBs 3053, 3073, 3315, 3319, 3421, 3423, 3439, 3495, 3560, 4118** and **4369** were reported correctly enrolled and, after fourth reading, properly signed, in open session, and ordered transmitted to the Honorable Senate.

**HR 1068** was reported correctly enrolled, properly signed, in open session, and ordered transmitted to the Secretary of State.
PENDING CONSIDERATION OF SAs

SAs to HB 4362 were called up for consideration.

Upon motion of Representative Hill, the House concurred in the SAs to HB 4362.

HB 4362, as amended by the Honorable Senate, was read at length for the fourth time and the roll was called on the measure and emergency as follows:

Aye: Baker, Bashore, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Brewer, Burns, Caldwell (Trey), Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Culver, Davis, Dempsey, Dills, Dobrinski, Dollens, Fetagetter, Ford, Fugate, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hasenbeck, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kendrix, Lepak, Lowe (Dick), Lowe (Jason), Luttrell, Manger, May, McBride, McDugle, Miller, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O'Donnell, Olsen, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Pfeiffer, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Eric), Rosecrants, Russ, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stinson, Strom, Talley, Turner, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, West (Josh), West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Williams, Wolfley, Worthen, Mr. Speaker.--76.

Nay: Gann, Hardin (Tommy), Stearman, West (Rick).--4.

Excused: Bell, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Conley, Echols, Frix, Hilbert, Kannady, Kerbs, Lawson, Marti, Martinez, McEntire, Mize, Phillips, Roberts (Sean), Roe, Townley, Walke, Wallace.--20.

Vacancy: District 89.--1.

The measure and emergency passed.

Senate amendments were properly signed, in open session, and the above-numbered measure was referred for enrollment.

MEASURES REASSIGNED

The following measures were reassigned:

HJR 1065 – Withdrawn from Administrative Rules and referred to Joint Committee on Administrative Rules.

HJR 1066 – Withdrawn from Administrative Rules and referred to Joint Committee on Administrative Rules.

HJR 1067 – Withdrawn from Administrative Rules and referred to Joint Committee on Administrative Rules.
MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE

Advising naming of GCCA as Senate Conferees as follows:

SB 1305

Advising naming Senate Conferees as follows:

SB 401 - Pugh, Simpson, Rosino, Stanley, Newhouse, Dossett (J.J.)
SB 757 - Pugh, Leewright, Coleman, Burns, Paxton, Garvin, Brooks
SB 888 - Standridge, Rosino, Haste, Simpson, Daniels, Young, Dossett (J.A.)
SB 1300 - Rader, Howard, Hall, Jett, Kidd, Montgomery, Kirt
SB 1387 - Standridge, Bergstrom, Allen, Burns, David, Matthews, Dossett (J.A.)
SB 1535 - Pugh, Pemberton, Stanley, Taylor, Newhouse, Dossett (J.A.), Dossett (J.J.)
SB 1621 - Pugh, Pemberton, Stanley, Taylor, Newhouse, Dossett (J.A.), Dossett (J.J.)
SB 1673 - Pugh, Pemberton, Stanley, Taylor, Newhouse, Dossett (J.A.), Dossett (J.J.)
SB 1704 - Paxton, Leewright, Taylor, Rosino, Garvin, Dossett (J.J.)

Conference granted, conferees named

Advising conference granted on HBs and the Senate naming conferees as follows:

HB 2693 - Pugh, Pemberton, Stanley, Taylor, Newhouse, Dossett (J.A.), Dossett (J.J.)
HB 4388 - Pugh, Pemberton, Stanley, Taylor, Newhouse, Dossett (J.A.), Dossett (J.J.)

Transmitting enrolled measures

Advising fourth reading of and transmitting for signature Enrolled SBs 537, 1466, 1515, 1548 and 1691.

The above-numbered enrolled measures were, after fourth reading, properly signed and ordered returned to the Honorable Senate.

Advising the signing of and transmitting for signature Enrolled SCR 27.

The above-numbered enrolled measure was properly signed and ordered returned to the Honorable Senate.

PENDING CONSIDERATION OF SAs

SAs to HB 3258 were called up for consideration.

Upon motion of Representative Nollan, the House concurred in the SAs to HB 3258.
HB 3258, as amended by the Honorable Senate, was read at length for the fourth time and the roll was called on the measure as follows:

Aye: Baker, Bashore, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Brewer, Burns, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Culver, Davis, Dempsey, Dills, Dobrinski, Dollens, Feggetter, Ford, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kendrix, Kerbs, Lepak, Lowe (Dick), Luttrell, May, McBride, McDugle, Miller, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nollan, O'Donnell, Olsen, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Pfeiffer, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Eric), Roberts (Sean), Rosecrants, Russ, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Stearman, Sterling, Stinson, Strom, Talley, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, West (Josh), West (Kevin), West (Rick), West (Tammy), Williams, Wolfley, Worthen, Mr. Speaker.--82.


Vacancy: District 89.--1.

The measure passed.

Senate amendments were properly signed, in open session, and the above-numbered measure was referred for enrollment.

PENDING CONSIDERATION OF SAs

SAs to HB 1058 were called up for consideration.

Upon motion of Representative Boles, the House concurred in the SAs to HB 1058.

HB 1058, as amended by the Honorable Senate, was read at length for the fourth time and the roll was called on the measure and emergency as follows:

Aye: Baker, Bashore, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Brewer, Burns, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Culver, Davis, Dempsey, Dills, Dobrinski, Dollens, Feggetter, Ford, Fugate, Gann, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kendrix, Kerbs, Lawson, Lepak, Lowe (Dick), Lowe (Jason), Luttrell, May, McBride, McDugle, Moore, Munson, Nichols, Nollan, O'Donnell, Olsen, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Pfeiffer, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Eric), Roberts (Sean), Rosecrants, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Stearman, Sterling, Stinson, Strom, Talley, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, West (Josh), West (Kevin), West (Rick), West (Tammy), Williams, Wolfley, Worthen, Mr. Speaker.--81.

Nay: Goodwin.--1.

Vacancy: District 89.--1.

The measure and emergency passed.

Senate amendments were properly signed, in open session, and the above-numbered measure was referred for enrollment.

**PENDING CONSIDERATION OF SAs**

SAs to HB 2065 were called up for consideration.

Coauthored by Representative(s) Provenzano, Fugate, Rosecrants

Upon motion of Representative Ford, the House concurred in the SAs to HB 2065.

HB 2065, as amended by the Honorable Senate, was read at length for the fourth time and the roll was called on the measure and emergency as follows:

Aye: Baker, Bashore, Bell, Bennett, Boatman, Boles, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Culver, Davis, Dempsey, Dills, Dollens, Fetgatter, Ford, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kendrix, Kerbs, Lawson, Lepak, Lowe (Dick), Lowe (Jason), Luttrell, May, McBride, McDugle, Miller, Moore, Munson, Nichols, O'Donnell, Olsen, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Pfeiffer, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Eric), Roberts (Sean), Rosecrants, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Stearman, Sterling, Stinson, Strom, Talley, Townley, Turner, Vancuren, Waldron, Walke, West (Josh), West (Kevin), West (Rick), West (Tammy), Williams, Wolfley, Worthen, Mr. Speaker.--79.


Vacancy: District 89.--1.

The measure and emergency passed.

Senate amendments were properly signed, in open session, and the above-numbered measure was referred for enrollment.
PENDING CONSIDERATION OF SAs

SAs to HB 3647 were called up for consideration.

Upon motion of Representative Dills, the House concurred in the SAs to HB 3647.

HB 3647, as amended by the Honorable Senate, was read at length for the fourth time and the roll was called on the measure and emergency as follows:

Aye: Baker, Bashore, Bell, Boatman, Boles, Brewer, Burns, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Culver, Davis, Dempsey, Dills, Dobrinski, Dollens, Fettgatter, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hasenbeck, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kendrix, Kerbs, Lawson, Lepak, Lowe (Dick), Lowe (Jason), Luttrell, Manger, May, McBride, McDugle, Miller, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O'Donnell, Olsen, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Pfeiffer, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Eric), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stinson, Strom, Talley, Townley, Turner, Vancuren, Waldron, Walke, West (Josh), West (Kevin), West (Rick), West (Tammy), Williams, Wolfley, Worthen, Mr. Speaker.--84.

Nay: Gann, Hardin (Tommy), Stearman.--3.


Vacancy: District 89.--1.

The measure and emergency passed.

Senate amendments were properly signed, in open session, and the above-numbered measure was referred for enrollment.

PENDING CONSIDERATION OF SAs

SAs to HB 3648 were called up for consideration.

Upon motion of Representative Dills, the House concurred in the SAs to HB 3648.

HB 3648, as amended by the Honorable Senate, was read at length for the fourth time and the roll was called on the measure as follows:

Aye: Baker, Bashore, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Brewer, Burns, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Culver, Davis, Dempsey, Dills, Dobrinski, Dollens, Fettgatter, Ford, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kendrix, Kerbs, Lawson, Lepak, Lowe (Jason), Luttrell, Manger, May, McBride, McDugle, Miller, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O'Donnell, Olsen, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Pfeiffer, Pittman,
Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Eric), Roberts (Sean), Rosecrants, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Stearman, Sterling, Stinson, Strom, Talley, Townley, Vancuren, Waldron, Walke, West (Josh), West (Kevin), West (Rick), West (Tammy), Williams, Wolfley, Worthen, Mr. Speaker.--84.


Vacancy: District 89.--1.

The measure passed.

Senate amendments were properly signed, in open session, and the above-numbered measure was referred for enrollment.

PENDING CONSIDERATION OF SAs

SAs to HB 3205 were called up for consideration.

Coauthored by Representative(s) Waldron, Provenzano

Upon motion of Representative Talley, the House concurred in the SAs to HB 3205.

HB 3205, as amended by the Honorable Senate, was read at length for the fourth time and the roll was called on the measure and emergency as follows:

Aye: Baker, Bashore, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Brewer, Burns, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Culver, Davis, Dempsey, Dills, Dobrinski, Dollens, Fetgatter, Ford, Fugate, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hasenbeck, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kendrix, Kerbs, Lawson, Lepak, Lowe (Dick), Luttrell, Manger, May, McBrine, McDugle, Miller, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O'Donnell, Olsen, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Pfeiffer, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Eric), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Stearman, Sterling, Stinson, Strom, Talley, Townley, Turner, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, West (Josh), West (Kevin), West (Rick), West (Tammy), Williams, Wolfley, Worthen, Mr. Speaker.--85.

Nay: Gann, Hardin (Tommy).--2.


Vacancy: District 89.--1.
The measure and emergency passed.

Senate amendments were properly signed, in open session, and the above-numbered measure was referred for enrollment.

**PENDING CONSIDERATION OF SAs**

SAs to HB 3171 were called up for consideration.

Upon motion of Representative Fetgatter, the House concurred in the SAs to HB 3171.

HB 3171, as amended by the Honorable Senate, was read at length for the fourth time and the roll was called on the measure as follows:

Aye: Baker, Bashore, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Burns, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Culver, Davis, Dempsey, Dobrinski, Fetgatter, Ford, Fugate, Gann, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kendrix, Kerbs, Lawson, Lepak, Lowe (Dick), Luttrell, Manger, McBride, McDugle, Miller, Moore, Nollan, O'Donnell, Olsen, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Pfeiffer, Provenzano, Randleman, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Eric), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Stearman, Sterling, Stinson, Strom, Townley, Vancuren, West (Josh), West (Kevin), West (Rick), West (Tammy), Williams, Wolfley, Worthen, Mr. Speaker.--69.

Nay: Bell, Bennett, Brewer, Dollens, Goodwin, Lowe (Jason), Munson, Nichols, Pittman, Ranson, Rosecrants, Turner, Virgin, Waldron, Walke.--15.


Vacancy: District 89.--1.

The measure passed.

Senate amendments were properly signed, in open session, and the above-numbered measure was referred for enrollment.

**PENDING CONSIDERATION OF SAs**

SAs to HB 4100 were called up for consideration.

Upon motion of Representative Bashore, the House concurred in the SAs to HB 4100.
HB 4100, as amended by the Honorable Senate, was read at length for the fourth time and the roll was called on the measure as follows:

Aye: Baker, Bashore, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Brewer, Burns, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Culver, Davis, Dempsey, Dobrinski, Dollens, Fetagter, Ford, Fugate, Grego, Hardin (David), Hasenbeck, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kendrix, Kerbs, Lawson, Lepak, Lowe (Dick), Lowe (Jason), Luttrell, Manger, May, McBride, McDugle, Miller, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O'Donnell, Olsen, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Eric), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stinson, Strom, Talley, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, West (Josh), West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Williams, Wolfley, Worthen, Mr. Speaker.--80.

Nay: Gann, Goodwin, Hardin (Tommy), Stearman, West (Rick).--5.


Vacancy: District 89.--1.

The measure passed.

Senate amendments were properly signed, in open session, and the above-numbered measure was referred for enrollment.

RESOLUTION FOR CONSIDERATION

HR 1062 was called up for consideration.

Upon motion of Representative Dobrinski, HR 1062 was considered and adopted.

HR 1062 was referred for enrollment.

RESOLUTION FOR CONSIDERATION

HR 1067 was called up for consideration.

Coauthored by Representative(s) Bashore

Upon motion of Representative Ford, HR 1067 was considered and adopted.

HR 1067 was referred for enrollment.
PENDING CONSIDERATION OF SAs

SAs to HB 4279 were rejected and conference requested upon motion of Representative Sneed. The Speaker named the Conference Committee on Insurance.

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE

Announcing that Enrolled HBs 3053, 3073, 3315, 3319, 3421, 3423, 3439, 3495, 3560, 4118 and 4369 have been read at length for the fourth time and signed by the Presiding Officer of Senate, in open session.

The above measures were ordered transmitted to the Honorable Governor.

Concurrence in HAs

Announcing the concurrence of Senate in HAs to SBs 1229 and 1671 and the passage of said measures, as amended thereby.

Conference requested

Advising rejection of HAs to SBs and requesting conference thereon, the Senate naming conferees later: SB 522 and SB 1800.

CONFERENCE GRANTED

Upon motion of Representative Echols, the House granted the request of the Honorable Senate for conference on the following measures and the Speaker named conferees:

SB 14 – Conference Committee on Criminal Justice and Corrections
SB 192 – GCCA
SB 401 – GCCA
SB 590 – Conference Committee on Technology
SB 593 – GCCA
SB 735 – GCCA
SB 757 – Conference Committee on Alcohol, Tobacco and Controlled Substances
SB 856 – GCCA
SB 888 – Conference Committee on Alcohol, Tobacco and Controlled Substances
SB 925 – Conference Committee on Judiciary - Criminal
SB 1177 – Conference Committee on Veterans and Military Affairs
SB 1300 – Conference Committee on General Government
SB 1302 – GCCA
SB 1305 – GCCA
SB 1318 – GCCA
SB 1337 – GCCA
SB 1339 – GCCA
MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR

Advising of his approval of HBs 2983, 3037, 3075, 3133, 3420, 3422, 4373 and 4374 on May 11, 2022.

CHANGE IN AUTHORSHIP

The following measures had a change in principal House author:

HB 2693 - Remove Representative Hasenbeck as principal House author and substitute with Representative Williams
HJR 1065 - Remove Representative Gann as principal House author and substitute with Representative O'Donnell
HJR 1066 - Remove Representative Gann as principal House author and substitute with Representative O'Donnell
HJR 1067 - Remove Representative Gann as principal House author and substitute with Representative O'Donnell
Representative Pfeiffer moved that when the clerk's desk is clear, the House stand adjourned to reconvene at 9:30 a.m., Thursday, May 12, 2022, which was the order.

Pursuant to the motion of Representative Pfeiffer, the House was adjourned at 2:20 p.m., to reconvene Thursday, May 12, 2022, at 9:30 a.m.